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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
There isn’t one model for success
in the digital future; there are many.
Europe is now debating what policies
that could help to power entrepreneurship and growth in Europe’s economy,
and some are arguing that Europe
should make itself technologically
sovereign – independent from the big
platforms from the US. This is not the
right approach – partly because there

cannot be just one model applied in
Europe if it is to become more successful in technology and competitiveness. This briefing paper argues that is
far more important for Europe to create
a better environment for companies
to experiment and discover with new
business models, and to learn from the
past platform success while they do
so. That requires a much greater space
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for entrepreneurship and that the EU
and national governments stay away
from excessive regulations that strain
new business growth. Europe can be
a powerful region that shapes rules
and standards globally – “the Brussels
effect”. But that isn’t the future for
Europe if it ensnares entrepreneurs in
red tape – “the Brussels defect”.
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INTRODUCTION

Digitalization today looks quite different from the technolibertarian dreams of the 1990s. Then
American poet John Perry Barlow (1996) declared “independence of cyberspace” and American
technology expert David S. Isenberg (1998) highlighted “the dawn of stupid network.” Internet
was supposed to be a decentralized and borderless space where users are in control, not corporations and governments. Barlow wrote to governments: “On behalf of the future, I ask you of the
past to leave us alone. You are not welcome among us. You have no sovereignty where we gather.”
In retrospect, the opposite has happened. China has for years prioritized independence of its
cyberspace. The United States under President Trump got engaged in technology wars. The
debates in Europe increasingly fixate on “technological sovereignty”. Among digital corporations
platformization has been most persistent trend for the past decades. The rise of digital platforms
has made internet smarter, not stupid, and created virtual gated communities instead of borderless cyberspace. Now that Europe ponders its digital future, it’s important that it learns from the
successful platforms rather than trying to shield itself from them.
THE RISE OF PLATFORMS

Seven out of ten most valuable public companies in the world by market capitalization were
digital platforms on April 30, 2020. Five of them – Microsoft, Apple, Amazon, Alphabet and
Facebook- are US companies and two are Chinese – Alibababa and Tencent (Statista, 2021).
Apple and Microsoft made it to the top ten in 2010. Twenty years ago only Microsoft made it to
the list of top ten companies by market capitalization.
Initially, the digital platforms such as Google and Facebook were seen primarily as delivering
significant consumer surplus in making search and social networking easier. This is also evident
in the European network neutrality debates a decade ago where the digital platforms were seen as
forces for the neutrality while old telecom monopolies represented the vested interests of repression and control of cyberspace (Kitsing, 2011). Let’s recall Deutsche Telecom’s efforts to ban
Skype, for instance. Digital platforms won this battle. Who would not want to be for network
neutrality – even though the term was coined by and worked in the interest of digital platforms.
Nevertheless, some scholars did warn of “googlearchy” back then (Hindman, 2009).
Now the same digital platforms are either monopolies in certain market niches and dominate in
oligopolistic markets. It is ironic that in a way the large digital platforms have become more similar to old telecom companies they criticized decades ago. The platformization has made digital
networks smarter and centralized, which in Isenberg’s terms is a typical feature of old telephone
network. Digital platforms have taken advantage of internet architecture. However, they are not
just marketplaces but also rule-makers of digital platform ecosystems.
PLATFORM ECOSYSTEMS

The use of term “ecosystem” implies that the platformization is not just about digital economy, platform economy or sharing economy. Platformization is not just about dominance of
large digital companies within these economies. Through technological lock-ins (Arthur 1989),
network effects (Parker and van Alstyne, 2005) and use of long-tail, two- and multisided markets
(Rochet and Tirole, 2003; Evans, 2003; Brynjolfsson et al., 2006), digital platforms operate ecosystems which go beyond purely economic trade-offs as cultural, political and social implications
play a significant part.
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Platforms create ecosystems around their products and services. For instance, the 2014 Alibaba
IPO prospectus mentioned the word “ecosystems” 160 times as Michael Jacobides and his co-authors (2018) have highlighted. The ecosystem approach allows to exploit further the network
effects as it becomes costly to leave the ecosystem. A decade ago people used different social
networking apps in different context. Outside universities MySpace was quite popular. Google
affiliated Orkut was heavily used in Brazil, Estonia and India. As it makes sense to be on the same
network, then Facebook prevailed as a main social network platform. Certainly, there are many
other apps that compete with the Facebook but it is not just about using a different technological
solution but embedded benefits of entire ecosystem.
MULTISIDED MARKETS

The network effects are strengthened through two- and multisided markets that characterize
platform ecosystems. Initial work on two-sided markets by Jean Tirole, Nobel laureate in Economics, goes back to the pre-digital platform era where he discussed cross-subsidies in the credit
card companies such as Visa.
However, it is highly relevant for digital platforms such as Google which offers “free search” subsidized by the advertising income. The old lessons of economics apply that there is no free lunch
and no 100-dollar bills left on the sidewalk.
In many ways, subsidizing one business activity with another one is nothing new. Many businesses do it to build complementarities, which can be monetized. For instance, car dealerships
may offer cheaper cars in order to compensate it through services and parts later. Universities
may use tuition to subsidize research, which, in turn, may increase credentials and serve as an
input into teaching.
However, the platform ecosystem strengthens this logic further as ecosystem operates on modularity where different complementary goods can be combined for the benefit of platform. Obviously, some of the corporate profits are shared with ecosystem participants but most of the profits
primarily captured by the owners of digital platforms in the center of ecosystem.
MARKET NICHES AND BOUNDARY RESOURCES

The digitalization of platform ecosystem allows for use of long tail markets where it is easy for
platform to expand into different markets niches. Amazon does not sell only most popular books
but also offers books which are relevant for a few academics around the world.
Digital platform ecosystems allow the use of boundary resources through which different participants co-create value in the ecosystem. For instance, third-party developers may develop apps
for digital platform. This is strategically critical for the platform as it enables significant value
capture.
However, it may lead also to platform-dependent entrepreneurship as Cutolo and Kenney
(2019) have highlighted. In many ways the ecosystem serves as a barrier for entry for potential
competitors as the build-up takes time.
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BORN IN SILICON VALLEY

If digital platform design ecosystems around their products and services, then their very emergence stems from the spontaneous developments within larger technology ecosystems. The most
famous ecosystem is obviously Silicon Valley where different formal and informal ingredients
have produced an extremely vibrant ecosystems for others to envy.
The attempts of learning appropriate lessons and policy transfer experiments with the aim of
cloning Silicon Valley have ended usually in failures (Giest, 2017). Linear explanations emphasizing the importance of government investments in technologies and public-private partnerships as articulated by Mazzucato (2013) paint at best only a small part of the picture.
Most importantly, such simplifications focusing on limited set of explanatory variables do not do
justice to the understanding of complex evolution of Silicon Valley ecosystem as well as Boston
Route 128 as shown by many scholars (Kenney, 2000; Saxenian, 2006 and 1996). Government
investments and public-private partnerships may be necessary but it is certainly not sufficient in
the evolution of ecosystem. Another factor is time, policies working in the 1960s or 1970s may
not do it anymore.
Chinese scholar Kai Jia and California professor Martin Kenney (2021) show in the recent paper
how platform business models develop along alternative evolutionary trajectories in different
environments. On the basis of Alibaba, Tencent and Trip.com they show how the “platform
business group” model in China, focusing on stock market listing of some operations and interfirm cross-investments, is different from the US West Coast model.
To sum it up, policy transfers and lessons from Silicon Valley have limited value at the best –
particularly, by factoring in the context specificity and institutional complexity of entrepreneurial
ecosystems.
OPTIONS FOR EUROPE

The European Union does not have any large digital platforms and large digital platform ecosystems. The closest is Spotify but it is not systemically important. Digital ecosystems are not
simply created by imposing digital tax here and some regulations there. In addition, focus on
regulatory and tax measures generate additional bottlenecks for enhancing cooperation with the
United States as well as balkanize common digital market if member states take a lead in an ad
hoc fashion.
So what are options for Europe? The scenario planning allows to explore the costs and benefits
of various future trajectories. The global financial crisis as well as the current pandemic have
highlighted limitations of relying on one vision or forecast. Let’s recall that in the dawn of the
global financial crisis, Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II visited the London School of Economics
and Political Science in 2008 to inquire why no one predicted the global financial crisis. In a
letter that followed many months later by LSE Professor Tim Besley and eminent historian Peter
Hennessy wrote that it was result of “a failure of collective imagination of many bright people”
(Stewart, 2009).
Through literature reviews of work done by many foresight organizations the collective imagination of many bright people around the world shows three broad scenarios for the digital ecosystems. The first scenario describes the world where trends prevalent in the last decades shape
also future developments - implying that large digital platforms will continue to dominate digital
ecosystems. The second scenario insists that governmental activism towards digital platforms
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grows into unstoppable force. This means greater involvement of governments in digital ecosystems by heavy regulation of private platforms and development in public-private platforms.
The third option is the gradual emergence of decentralized ecosystem with multitude of players
which challenges both existing large private platforms and encompassing ability of governments
to shape the ecosystems (Kitsing, 2020).
Certainly, such scenarios lack perceived precision of forecasts. However, British logician and
philosopher Carveth Read (1914) argued already a century ago that “It is better to be vaguely
right than exactly wrong.” In addition, assumptions of linear forecasts rely on the house of cards
which often fall apart in the world of complexity and uncertainty.
As Schoemaker (2004) has emphasized the conditions of uncertainty and complexity imply that
scenario planning should be used instead of forecasting. American economist John Kenneth
Galbraith once wrote that “there are two classes of forecasters: those who don’t know, and those
who don’t know that they don’t know” (Graham, 1996).
SCENARIOS FOR EUROPEAN DIGITAL ECOSYSTEMS

To bring all of it more into specific European context, the Foresight Centre at the Estonian
Parliament created four scenarios in 2020 which relied on the insights expressed by national
and international experts. By combing two key drivers – the nature of EU cooperation and
infrastructure – the expert-led workshop generated four scenarios for understanding alternative
future trajectories (Arenguseire Keskus, 2020; Kitsing, 2021).
The EU cooperation may tighten or decrease in the next 15 years. It also an open question
whether the cooperation will focus primarily on the single market, economic competitiveness,
social affairs, foreign policy or other areas. The development of digital infrastructure is not only
about the availability of technology. It concerns also willingness, capability and capacity to
implement and manage these technologies. The development of infrastructure is not a simple
matter of internal affairs of states, communities and other entities. The network nature of infrastructure makes it important to reach across national, local, regional and other borders.
The scenario “Compass Europe“ describes the world with a strong EU cooperation and digital
infrastructure development. The cooperation among EU members will increase and the EU will
make substantial investments in the digital infrastructure. Through the so-called “Brussels effect”
the EU is quietly leading the world by setting standards and strong complementarities to the
global system provided by European governments as well as businesses.
Scenario “Anchored Europe“is about strong EU cooperation in the social sphere but backward
digitalization. The EU focuses on expanding social Europe and implementing excessive regulations in the different fields. EU is still an important player in the world but the ability of
European digital companies to compete in the world market is seriously deteriorating. Instead of
“Brussels effect” the EU is characterized by the “Brussels defect” where EU rule-making is seen
as barrier rather than advancement of digitalization.
This scenario ”Peaceful Solidity“ describes the world characterized by weak EU cooperation and
backward digital infrastructure, which suffers from fragmentation and social opposition. The
limited EU cooperation has also reduced the role of EU in the world. The EU does not have
sufficient resources and other global players lack incentives to invest in the European digital
infrastructure projects.
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Scenarios “Fast and Curious“ implies limited EU cooperation, but development of state of the
art infrastructure in Northern Europe. China and US have increased their presence in Europe.
Some EU members prefer economic cooperation with China while others prefer United States.
The economies of Northern Europe grow considerably faster than Southern Europe. The Northern economies have also integrated more with the United States. As the states have lost their
legitimacy, large metropolitan areas such as “Talsinki” (Tallin-Helsinki) and greater Copenhagen
as well as multinational companies have become increasingly important.
FIGURE 1: FOUR SCENARIOS FOR THE EUROPEAN DIGITAL ECOSYSTEMS

Source: Kitsing 2021

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

Certainly, the four scenarios imply different opportunities and threats for the digital ecosystems
in Europe. The long-term strategies of both public, private and civil society organizations have
to consider a range of alternatives across the spectrum of imagination instead of relying on
one tunnel vision and wishful thinking. These more abstract scenarios allow to play out concrete implications for different organizations and for different fields and stress-test their digital
strategies.
Starting with the world characterized with a weak EU cooperation, the scenario “Peaceful Solidity” may seem appealing to some interest groups as it means limited digitalization which can be
implemented its own way. New opportunities may emerge for government, private sector, and
civil society with variation and diversity. However, it also carries risks of higher transaction costs
and thus lower efficiency.
The scenario “Fast and Curious” turns the weak EU cooperation into strength at least in some
parts of Europe. European countries can also benefit in a world dominated by large US private
platforms as user surplus also emerges from the adoption of digital platforms. The EU countries,
regions and companies embodied in old Silicon Valley belief that “the best way to predict the
future is to invent it” (Kay, 1989) may reap huge benefits in this scenario.
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However, this scenario also implies that it is challenging to resist the efficiency of large global
platforms in the domestic platform ecosystem. Both private and public services can be offered
by global platforms. However, it may come at the expense of equity and domestic stakeholder
engagement which is key in the previous scenario.
The scenario “Fast and Curious” places a huge responsibility on the shoulders of domestic
policymakers. If they are not able to manage digitalization processes well in a demanding agile
environment, then their constituencies may fall into scenario “Peaceful Solidity”. Technological
anxiety, malign populism and not-in-my-back-yard attitudes may turn certain segments into
digital Luddites. Particularly, if the benefits of digitalization are perceived to be concentrated in
the hands of elites.
If we let our imagination go wild it is not difficult to foresee developments in the scenarios
characterized by weak EU cooperation that particularly small players risk becoming “digital rose
islands” in the turbulent global political economy. The original Rose Island was built as a platform by young Italian engineers in Adriatic Sea in 1968 and was later blown up by Italian navy.
All of this does not imply that any kind of stronger EU cooperation is better than weak cooperation. The world of scenario “Anchored Europe” shows perils of EU protectionism. Instead
of bridging EU digital networks in the broadest sense to the world, policies encourage digital
bonding within EU by taking a defensive position against the outside world. The focus on
social sphere in this scenario may benefit certain interest groups but carries significant risks of
short-termism in the world of malign mercantilism and splinternet.
The scenario “Compass Europe” focuses on the EU cooperation in strategic areas for digital ecosystems. It does not imply that all policy decisions have to be taken on the EU level. However,
the cooperation has to focus on the areas where EU creates strength and where sending strong
signals to the world is crucial. Stronger EU cooperation offers opportunities collaborate with the
United States as a strategic partner. Coordinate regulatory moves that EU and US would not end
up in a tit-for-tat protectionism.
As the digital ecosystems are constantly evolving, then this scenario offers also opportunities
for different EU platforms to take part in the EU-led global efforts to be global technology
leader. This is particularly so because digitalization and platformization will not be limited to the
current prominent areas such as social networking, search, ride-sharing and ecommerce. Many
different fields will be affected by these developments. Instead of taking offensive stance against
US platforms, it is crucial to learn from US experience and use it for building stronger ecosystems in Europe which encourages entrepreneurial discovery.
It is far from certain that end-to-end platforms can dominate in every field. Rather, a multitude
of independent platforms may prevail in different ecosystems. Policymakers in the EU should
rather think in terms of what kind of policies facilitate entrepreneurship and digitalization in
the areas where Europe has a comparative advantage. Such areas could range from agriculture
to manufacturing as well as mean, for instance, the use of digitalization in creating platforms in
the field of sustainable energy. The focus must be in avoiding “Brussels defect” and leveraging
“Brussels effect”.
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